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Abstract

Let �� (x, t) and p(x, t) be a velocity vector and pressure

illustrated on some fluid. Then, there exists new concepts
possibly applicable to various fields. These new ideas will be
presented as derivation from previously developed
mathematical concepts. The new rules are Partial Integrating
Factors, Partial Integration by Parts and Partial Integration with
Exponentials. The goal of this paper is to define a velocity
vector field over some liquid or gas.
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Introduction
There are problems in the field of fluid dynamics displaying

difficulty to analyze fluid flow. Scientists are in the process of
conceptualizing fluid flow beginning with streamlines. The goal was to
generate new concepts creating some defined velocity vector �� (x, t)
and associated pressure p(x, t). According to McDonough et al. [1], a
streamline is defined as a continuous line within fluids where the
tangent plane at each point is the direction of some velocity vector at
that point. The kicker is a velocity vector on a fluid was unknown for
some time until just recently.

Body
These new ideas can possibly be used in the field of Computational

Fluid Dynamics to analyze flow. The word turbulent implies unsteady
fluid flow with respect to time. Contrarily, steady flow without time.
The new definitions can be applied to hydrodynamics; the study of
liquid flow. The flow of gases is said to have favoring characteristics as
fluid flow with existing differences. If the density is unchangeable
through a fluid flow field, then the fluid is incompressible. If the
density of fluid flow does change, it is compressible [2]. The difference
between fluids and gas come in on the natural forces being applied to
liquids instead of gases.

Air, gas and fluid flow can be laminar or turbulent [3]. Laminar flow
is defined as a smooth, motion of fluid where there exist deviations
caused by some force [4]. The definition implies a smooth, divergence
free velocity vector field ��(xi, t) C∞(3 × [1, ∞)) with applied pressure
over a streamline of liquid. Recall and note C∞ to be the set of infinite

partial derivatives �with respect to x ∈ 3, showing the fluid’s
incompressibility and existing bounded energy, ∀t>0.

Bounded energy

Let �� (x, t) be equal to6� − 36�5�
Then, we should find its bounded energy by finding the absolute

value of vector�squared. For example, let the velocity begin at point A
(1,2). We want to determine the bounded energy of the velocity vector
after it stops at point B (4,6). Next, we take the absolute value of the
given vector squared to calculate the bounded energy on 3. Thus, by
partial integration with exponentials we obtain∬ℝ3 6� − 36�5� 2 ∂�∂� < �
=∬ℝ3 36�2 − 432�6� + 1296�10�2 ∂�∂�
=∬ℝ336�2 ∂�∂� −∬ℝ3432�6� ∂�∂�+∬ℝ3 1296�10�2 ∂�∂�=∫−36� ∂�+∫(−15 )432�5� ∂�+∫(−19 )1296�9�2 ∂�= −36� + 4325�5 ln(�) + 12969�9� + �

For all t strictly greater than 0 and is a subset in the differentiability
class, C∞.

Streamline displacement velocity
The bounded energy can be calculated as streamline displacement

velocity from point A to B. The calculations of this concept are as
follows,�0(1, 2) = −36(2)1 + 4325(1)5 ��(2) + 12969(1)9(2) = − 72 + 59.8879164 + 72 = 59.88
�1(4, 6) = −36(6)4 + 4325(4)5 ��(6) + 12969(4)9(6) = − 53.84873.

Conclusion
Thus, the displacement velocity of the given streamline vector is��� = �1− �0��� = − 53.84873− 59.888��� = 113.737��3�
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